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ABSTRACT

The Los Alamcs trltium exl~vrim?nt rmploys A gnseoms !ritium sou!”~’~’
nnd a magnetic spectrom~ter to derermln~ the mnss ()! [11!’ I’1l’(.(1’!11
nncineutrino from the shape of t:10 trltium betn ~pcctrum. !;111,’1,
publication of the first result fr(]m Lhls ,l:ll~urattls(mu z ?/ eV ut ‘~)*
col~fidence), work has concentrac~d on Improving the dnta r~tes. A ‘)(,

eiemmnt Si microstrip ●rray detectur has been install-d to r~plnc~ ttl~”

slnglo proportlorlal counter qt tha Spacrromoter focll~, result lrl~.ill
grep,tly !ncrea9ed eff[cfelll”y. MFnN\lromrllts (If II]o IS ~lllotoloilli:cilif,ll
gpFcLrunl of Kr now Obvlmte ttlm IIFO(I for rcllnllrv (JIIllIV tl]r(~l-r[11111

sl~akoup dnd stlnkroff spt~(’tl-llln01 KI [11 d!lt(~rmllllll~, tll~’ SI)!’I’tl”l)lll{’11”1

resnlilt 1(~11.



I. INTRODUCTION

It is now generally recognized that ❑easurement of the electron

anc~neutrino mass in tritium beta decay, while the most sensitive

direct technique known, may be subject to a variety of systematic

errors . Detailed understanding and careful control of these effects

is essential if correct results are to be obtalnecl. Generally

speaking, r,eutrino ❑ass causes a distortion of rhe beta spectrw that

is strongly correlated with resolution-like contributions. Afl

overestimate of any of tha sources of instrumental width will lead to

an overestimate of ~ha neutrino ❑ass (and conversely), without there

being necessarily any loss of quality of fit to the data,

The sources of resolution brtiadening can be grouped into three

classes: 1) spectrometer optical width, 2) energy 10ss and

backscattaring in the source ❑aterial, ●nd 3) the findl-state spectrum

of ttie daughter molecular ion remaining after a :rttium atom has

decayed. While a variety of experimental tests can be brought co bear

on ch~ first two, theory is che sole source of information about the

third. For this reason, experiments that ❑ake use of simple sources

(nuclear, ●tomic or ❑olecular tritiunt) are now receiving close

attention, sivce the theory is ❑ore tractable and rellable,

Tho Los Alamos tritium experiment ❑akes use of a gasuous source

of ❑olecular T2 to take ●dvantage of the comprehenslv~ theuretlcal

2“5 of the quantum mechanics of 2-electron systems.understanding 11!

addition, the source is thin (mlnlmizirg scatter~ng corrections) and

there is no backscattering. Initial data taken as G pro~C-of-

principla yieldedl ●n upper llml: co the mass of the elecrron

antineucrlno of 27 eV at 95* confidence level. The precision rif the

result was limlced primarily by st.atlstlcs, and va~ riot sufflcirr)c (l)

dlscrlmlnate becwe-n two earll~r ref.ults ohtalrled Wltll solld s[)tlrt.es

(ITEP6, ❑v - 26(!I)●V; Zdrlch7, mv < 18 eV).

Seii?itIvity tc) neutrino ❑~ss increases extremely S1OW1V wi!ll

data acqulsi~lon L~me, ruughly ●s tho fifth ro(lt, so It wan CIF1lXIV

l~~ressary to lmpruv~ rho dntm rate 111 {l~e 1.OS Alnmo~ @M\)l. I”lmllll(

dramntlcally lr} ol~ler to t~n(”ll[II(!g(lHl of 10 rv 111/1ssSPIISIIl\’llY

1110 Ul)gL-ndC huw beer) c(qlle[~d su~.resaf~llly,ns [s (It’%(’l”lt)(.(1Itrlow,

ntl(la tl~mrl}rrof nllt’lllnl”ylllllllf)i’rln(’1)1~III](Im~’;islll-omr’r)l 5 t}d~”r :11’; (1 tll~l’11

r/rL”r[rIlf)IIL.



The gaseous ●ource and spectrometer have been described

previously.a’9 For present purposes we only draw ~he reader’s

accention to the detector at the focus of the spectrometer, For the

1987 data this detector was a cylindrical single-wire proportioll.,1

2 of Mylar and an annL’lar slit 2counter having a window of 400 p6/cm

mm wide and 2 cm in diameter to define the ❑omentum acc~ptance. The

energy resolution for 26-keV electrons was 209 and the position

resolution 6 mm FWHli (position resolution was used to rejecc

backgrotinds from events not close to the slit). This detector was

simple and se~iceable, but data could be taken only one ❑omentun

point at ● time.

The new detector is an octagonal array of 300-pm planar

passivated Si wolfers (n-type) each with ● sensitive area of 7 x 10

2mm. The sanaitiva area is subdivided into 12 atrlps on 0.83-mm

centers by readout pads. There are th~s 96 ❑icrostrips tiling the

surface of (approximately) a 2-cm dlaineter cylinder. A figure showing

the arrangement ❑ay b- found in Raf, 9. The wafers, ❑anufactured by

Hamamatsu Photonics MC, are ❑ounted on l-mm thick sapphfr- substrates

(Saphikon Inc.) clarcped At one end to water-cooled copper braids.

Sapphire 1s not or,ly ●n ●xcollenc conductor of heat (there are thermal

rad!ation loads From the nearby spectrometer conductors) but 1s also

qui.ca radiopure. The wafers are water-cooled tti12 C; further cooling

was considered unwise In view of the pocaibla pumping of Critlated

condensate onto the surfacam of the darmctors. For ●lectron

spectroscopy, the customary AU layer on the entry surface of the

wafers has baen omitted and only the thin (less than 0,5 pm) ion-

implantstd contact intenanas. Uhile this laads to ● higl~mr-raslstance

contact than would be desirahlm in tlmlng applications, th~rc 1s I)o

penalty in resolution. For 23-keV electrons, resolutions of 2.5 10

L.() keV FW’HM●re obsarvad.

Tha wafers ●ra biamed on the outer, common, surfaca to +10

Voltq. nlid the pads are DC-coupled to pr~nmpq VIU [1ox1L1P K{IIIIIIII

prllltrd rihhonq thnt nro srnlmd throup,l~(I]o vacuum wn]l. IAI II k iI P,(I

curren19, lvplc~lly ? lIA prr strfp, mro mollitorrd vln tl~c l’1~’~lllli’

0(11 ~)11( off!it~t!i. TIIas llt-rnmll~are liol-1.nl)sKl,.?H9 ~~1~,1.rIlvl,rltl111111 x

Wl(ll 100-WJ” femdl);irk l@K1slor’s, -1’IIFplaatnl) sl~lmlu /11“I* IJ,I(’11



ampllfied, shaped, and passed through a biased mrnplifler to remove the

noisy baseline before being summed in gr~ups of 12. A ❑ultichannel

ADC (LeCroy 2259B) records the 8 ❑ul~iplexed analog sign=ls, and 3

LeCroy 4532 Majority Logic Units register 96-blc patter.~s describing

the locations and multiplicities of the events. Valid events have a

mtiltiplicity of one. Events are processed and written or, two disks by

a 12-rfHz computer in 400 ps.

The beta spectrum is formed by setting the spectrometer to

analyze a fixed ❑omentum and scanning the accelerating voltage on the

scurce. A typical data acquisition internal at a particular voltage

is 30 seconds, at the ●nd of which a 1024-channel spectrum from che Si

monitor deteccor tind the concer,ts of scalers used in dead-time

correction are wrizcen to disk after the event-mode data. After every

5 data points, a calibration measurement at the voltage farthest from

the endpoint (i.e. the highest voltage) is taken to ❑onitor stability.

Data voltages are repeated with a frequency that reflects the parts of

che spectrum ❑ost significant In determining the neutrino mass.

Includi,lg calibration points, a full data set consiscs of

approximately 5700 measurements at 800 voltages.

Analysis of the da~a begins with manual crtsaclon of a set of 96

windows on the energy spectra Crom the individual pads, The windows

include ❑ ost (typically about 90%) of the counts from 23-keV electrons

from che source, and exclude the bulk of the background counts from

tritium in the spectrometer. With these windows a data-summary “cape”

(disk file) is prepared that contains the total numbers of councs

within tha windows ●t ●ach data point.

Each pad recalvea counts corresponding to a slightly different

❑omentum, tha total ran8e balng about 100 eV from on~ end of the

detector to tl~e other, A central pad 1s arbltrnrlly selected UIN1

shift voltages (ln ❑ultiples of 3 V) added or subtracted to the

spectra of other pads to allgn the centrolds of L~l@ Kr resolu~loll

fl~nctions, Relative efficiencies for rhe padre ●re also deriwd at

chlm time from thm Indlvldual Kr spectra. Theee relativ- pffici~n~-IF~

dl-op out (to nll●xcmll~n[ a~lproxlmatlon) 111tile summed sprr[rn ex[”i’1’l

wl[llil~100 V of Llieends of cl~nspe~.trn, wl]rr~. l)~rallsctjf !IIF c;IIII~‘~,

Ilut nli pndsa rol~trlbuce to ●al.11comhlnrd spectr!un poilll A {.{]ml~l[}(’~1

lrlll~uu I)r(n slwrtrtun 1s furmod bM~Fd u1l tlw sllllls, t’~11(11’11~’11”~1

d?n{!-time correct lulls, and I)mtm-monitnt normOllzaLl[ll\fi, illl{l I 11,.



combined resolution function is formed in the sme way from 83Krm

data

Two tritium data sets were taken in late 1988. hepresent~ng

about & days of data ●cquisition, ●ach spectrum concains ~~700 counts

in the last 100 eV, of which 910 are background. The 12 days of data

published In 1987 contained 649 councs in the last 100 eV, of which

141 were background. rhus , while the signal-to-background ratio is

about the same, the gross data rate near the ●ndpoint is ❑ore than 20

ciues higher. (A factor 3 of this improvement represents the

increased time spent near the endpoint, and is thus simply a change in

strategy. On the other hand, the spectrometer acceptance was also

reduced a factor of 2 to impzove the resolution in che most recent

data sets.) It will not be possible to give ● new result for the

neutrino ❑ass until the new software has been thoroughly checked ard

severai small theoretical corrections have been calculated.

III. SWPE OF THE 83Krm CONWRS1ON LINE

The instrumental resolution cf the apparatus is measured with

the ❑onoenergacic 17820-eV K-conversion line of 83Krm. I%e line is

not in fact truly monoenergetic, but is accompanied by shakeup and

shakeoff satellites that result from excitations in cha Kr atom’s

outer shells &hen a K alec:ron has been ejected, The positions ancl

intensities of the satellites, as well as the natural width of rbe

‘diagram” line, must be knovn in order to extracc the instr~~’ontal

resolution from the da-. There balng litcla detailed thaorsttcal or

experimental information about the Kr satellite structure, a spectrum

was constructed for the 1987 arulysis by drawing on a Ilumber of

different sourcmm.

The relaxed state of the resulting K1.+ ion is

ls(2s)2(2p)6(3s)2( 3p)6(3d) 10@J)2(@)6 before che K vacancy 1s fill(’d.

In general, the final configuration wIL1, aoma of the time, have

●lactrons in excited states, e,g- (G9)(4p)q5sJ, However, the

prese!~r-eof more than 1 excitation at n t~me (in the primnry stlakeoff

spectrum) 1s relatively rare. 10

Tl\e levels wbcjse bLndll\g we need[’d ure ill tllc Kt+ 1o11}1:1~’!l~p,Jl

core vacancy. The potentlul frlt by [tic ()[l[P]vl,,rtror]s [3 v(’l”\’

closely that of a Rb+ lon MO t)l{llUfO~@USQ[! ~il~ 1!3V(’1%pAc-ll)RS1’ fl)l



neutral Rh, shifted by 11.8 eV to correspond to the calculation by

Carlson and Nestor 12 for the binding of tha &p shell in Kr+ with a 1s

vacancy, 26.1 eV (see Table I).

TABLE I. Binding energies in Kr+.

Shell (n12j) Binding energy (eV)

3pl 259.2

3p3 250.3

Jd3 123.6

3d5 122.1

4s 41.1

Lpl 26,6

4P3 25,8

Within the framework of the sudden approximation, the satellite

spectrum is Independent of the energy of the primary ejected electron

12 have calculated theabove a few hundred ●V. Carlson and Nestor

probability that a vacancy will exist in any given shell after

●jection of an innar-shell electron. It is evident from t},eir Table

111 that vacancies are more likely to occur in the outer orbitals, and

that the probability of crearing such a vacancy increases the deeper

the initial hole.

There was very little relevant experimental data. Spears et

al.13 measured photoelectron spectra from the 3p and 3d shells in Kr.

The special value of their data is that they Idantifled the location

of the stat,(s) rec?iving the ❑ajority of the shake-up strength. Most

of the shake-up goes into a single state (or very close Multipler) at

20.L eV above the relaxed configuration, This state carries all

intensity of 5.5(10) (3p ejection) to 8(1) perceilt (3d ejectior~) of.

tha diagran line. For shaking from any given shell, one may safely

assure that the relativa amounts going to bound and concinuum srates

are largely independent of tile loc.4tion 0[ ~he primary Ilfjle(provido(l

it 1s deep enough), but rhat the Lotal shnklnp, probability froll :ll~v

silt’11varies 9moothly, as in Cnrlson ald NFSIOK’S c-~llculntloll,Ki[ll

Ltle drpth af the hole. Tile prescr!ptlon for COICU1;I(Irl};[11(~Sllilk(’111)

~l~tenslty was ttlpil to tnkc tt)e ot)served lnrensi[y E1-oL1lSpe;lrs V( ill.



for the 3d and 3p photoelectron spectra as having an average value of

7* of the diagram line. The 4p vacancy probability increases by the

ratio 13.45/10.11~ in going from 3d and 3p to 1s holes. 12 Therefore

the &p shake-up percentage also increases by the same ratio and goes

fr~m 6.15t to 8.15b. The difference between that

probability, 5.30%, goes Into shake-cff.

Another useful approximation is rhat shake-up

relative to shake-off for shaking of deeper shells
.-

and the &p vacancy

diminishes rapidly

In the words of

Carlson ●t al.Lu, “if the electron has enough energy to promote itself

from an inner shell to an excited state, it will probably also have

the extra amount necessary for going to the cont~nuum. ” Since the 4p

shell contributes most of the shaking strength, about half of which is

shake-up, then ❑ore deeply bound shells will contribute ❑ostly to the

continuum. We neglected shake-up from all shells except the 4p.

Using hydrogenic vavefunctions, Levinger 14 presented closed-form

expressions for the kinetic ●nergy distribution for ●lactrons shaken

off from the 1s, 2s, and 2p shells. WIS used the 2p calculation for

4p, and the 2s for 4s shakeoff. While these spectra are probably not

very realistic, there is a tendency for their widths to decrease with

increasing principal quantum number. Since the distributions were

already very narrow in comparison with our instrumental resolution,

this uncertainly is not likely to affect the conclusions.

The width of a K vacancy in Kr can be obtained from the

compilation of Bambynek et al.15, who show that K widths have a smooth

Z dependence:

rK - 1.73 23’93 peV.

2.26 eV for the diagram line. It seems self.

of che shakeup satellites cannot be less than

For Z - 36 this yields

evlden: that the width

that of the primary 1s conversion line, and we used this value for the

shakeup satellite as well.

U. collect in TaLla 11 the roaults naaded to calculate tha full

shake spectrum within about 100 ev of the ❑ain conversion line. The
.

resulting shake spectrum, as used in the 1987 analysis, l 1s shown i[}

Fig. 1.

The ●xperimentally obsrrved lineshape in the trlc~um apparatus

is the convolution of the above Kr spectrum with an energy-loss



speccrwm due to scattering in the residual gas, and wi~h the

instrumental response, taken to be a skewed Gaussian:

[

-(x-p)2
P(x) - A exp

12[0 + A(x-p)]2

where A, o, p, and A are parsmetere. Note that such an expression is

incapable of describing a long tail on the resolution function.

TABLE II. Shakeup and shakeoff satellites for Kr K conversion.

Energy (eV) Intensity (%) Spectral shape

0.0 79.5 2.26-eV Lorentzian

20.4 8.2 2.26-eV Lorentzian

26,1 5.3 2p Levinger spectrum

41.0 1.8 2s Levinger spectrum

122.8 3.6 2p Lavinger spectrum

TOTAL 98.4

0.12’ I 1 I r

“:omoa
c
al

c.-

9
>.&

z<0.04
L

,09—___d I

“1 45(3 17550 1755C 17750 17850 17950
conversion electron energy, eV

Fig. 1. Calcul~]~l’dshake spectr’um for
83KrIr~-convers~o,,



In 1987 and 1988 a lengthy program of improvements to the

tritium beta decay apparatus was undertaken. g The !.mprovements

included the addition of a getter pump to the Kr recirculation loop to

remove atmospheric gases, baffling the spectrometer to improve the

line shape, superposition of an axial gradient on che solenoid field

to eliminate trapping of alectrons, and installation of che Si

deteztor described above. Following this work, it was found that it

was no longer possible to explain the shape of the Kr spectrum far

from tha peak -- there was a long tail extending some 400 eV below the

diagram line. It happened that the shape of this tail was very

similar to the scattering contribution from N2 ant! had been ficred

out . Now, with no N2 p?esent, there was a residual tail that could no

longer be fitted,

The immediate concern was chat this tail might be a part of the

instrumental resolution function, which would have important

consequences for the neutrino ❑ass derivation, This seemed unlikely,

because electron gun data and the spectrum of thermal electrons from

the source accelerated to 19 kV had shown no sign of a tall. A more

likely ●xplanation was that the feature was in fact part of the Kr

spectrum, a par: not given (nor even suggested) by theory. To

investigate this possibility, a photoionizatlon experiment on Kr was

carried out,

IV. PHOTOIONIZATION SPECTRUM OF Kr

~..e shakeup and shakeoff structures associated with an ejected

inner-shell elactron should be the came to first order whether the

electron has bemn ●jected by internal conversion or photoionization --

one has ❑erely replaced a virtual photon with a real one. Hence the

desired satellite spectrum can be ❑easured by photoionization.

Intense beams of synchrotrons light in the energy range 10-20 keV

are available at the Stanford Synchrotrons Radiation Laboratory (SSRL)

from the PEP storage ring.16 A ❑onochromatic beam, prepared by Bragg

reflection through a pair of Si(lll) crystals, ~.lluminatcd a Kr gas-

jet target. Photoelectrons were analyzed in a double cylindrical

❑irror analyzer (CMA) equipped with a stage of pre-retardation.17

Experiments 18 were carried ol!t at two incident photon energies, 15225

and 17025 eV, chosen to place the 1S line and lLS correlatlol~



satellites at emrgies clear of Auger lines. The CMA was set to

●nalyze 207-eV eleccrons, and at that energy had a resolution of about

6 ●V FUH.H. The total resolution was limited by beam divergence to

about 15 and 18 e“V●t the two energias. Some low-statistics data were

also taken at 15225 eV in the 3rd harmonic, SI(333), and had an

overall resolution of about 7 ●V FUHH.

Scanning the spectrum was accomplished by varying the retarding

voltage. As Palmberg 17 has shown, this leads to a variation in the

phase-space acceptance of the CMA. The efficiency q is then expected

to have a power-law dependence:

q(Ep, Ek) _ q. (Ep/Ek)n J

where Ep is the pass energy of the CFiA, Ek is the incident electron

kinetic energy, and n is an ●xponent whose magnitude depends on the

geometrical details of the beam spot and rarget density distribution.

If the beam and target dimensions are ❑uch larger than the acceptance

volume of the CMA, one expects 17 a contribution to n of 1/2 for each

coordinate, and l/2 for the enargy ratio, bringing n to 2. Both

larger and smaller exponents are possible. We maasured n by recording

the diagram llne at fixed incident photon energ] for various values of

With 15225-eV incident photons,
‘P -

we found n - 2.0(2), and at 17025

eV, n - 2.5(3). It was apparent that the efficiency did not adhere

strictly to a power law, and our ❑ethod did not take into account the

vhriation in efficiency of the channel electron ❑ultiplier with

eleccron energy (which spanned tho ramga 452 to 520 eV at the

multiplier) . The quocecl uncertainciea include our estimates for these

contributions ,

Count races at the photopeak were of order 100 co 300 S-l in the

(111) reflection, and 30 S-l in (333). Backgrounds were ❑easured by

lowering the photon energy to place the diagram liIIe just below the

region of interest. Auger lines block th~ ranges O to 330 eV and 1300

to 2000 aV. A weak continuous background with an !,ntanslty 3 x 10-5

/eV of the diagram line was found between 330 and 1300 eV. Above 2000

eV there was essentially no background (less than 5 x 10‘6 /eV). The

intrinsic dark rate of the channel electron multiplier, 1. 1 /s, was

reduced a further two orders of ❑agnitude by using the favorable time

structure of the PEP beam, a l-ns p’llse every 2 Ps. An offlirle

experiment wag carried out to investigate whether there might be a



scatt~ ring tall associated with an Intense line in the CMA. With a

photoemissive source placed at che object position in front of che

CMA, no scattering tail was obsened below the monoenergetic lir.eto a

level less than 0.59 integrated over tha entire spectrum.

The Lntrlnsic lineahape of the ❑onoehromac~zed synchrotrons light

beam is In principle calculable and can also be derived with some

❑inimal input information about a photoionization spectrum. Hovaver,

the simplest comparison ona can make is to convolve the measured

photoionization spectrum (HJH14 18 eV) with a Gaussian having a width

~djuscod to ❑atch the slightly worse resolution (FWWl 26 eV) of the

conversion-line data. Such a procedure is certainly adequate to

establish whether or not the coiicinuum features of both spectra are

the sam9 . The comparison, shrwn in Fig. 2, reveals that they are
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Fig, 2. Comparl,son between electron spectra from 1s

photoionization of Kr (llne) and Lnternnl conversion (points).

Lndaad the mama to ● high tigroo, confirming th=C rha fMO~P@cc@d

continuum observed in lnternnl conversion 1s associnced with ntomlc

effects 111 the Ku ntmn. Flguro 3 9howq n compnrlson betw~~n tile

prudl~tloll described shove And LIIe high-resolution data from SSRI..

Again, the pr~diction hns baen coIIvolvod with J (;IIU~qlJIII to mill(.11 11111

observad rosuluLiotl. Tlie posiLiuII:4 and lil~ansltlem of t-)la~tiLeLILLes

l~aar the diagram llna ~graa rema~~al~ly walL WLLII Ll~~ dat~r ‘)l)cai’’(’(i



post facto, but the continuum further from the peak is not Liven by

the calculation. The assumption ❑ade in the 1987 analysis of the beta

spectirum that the Instrumental response function had no long tails is

qualitatively confirmed.

14C0‘ , 1 1 1 1
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~ 800“ I
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Fig. 3. Comparison between calculated electron spectr”~ for 1s
photoionization of Xr (line) ar].~.datu (points),

At present wa do

but ue note that ●

photoionization of Ne,

shakeup struccure. 19

n~t know the orl~in of thim continuum feature,

very similmr feature has bean seen in 1s

and that 1$.Interferes coherently with dlscr~te

We ~;~ecul:,lte that it arisas from the direct

rollislon of the ejected 1s electron with tIIi orbital electron in the

same ar.om, That procegs lB indistinguishable in che final state from

the uqual shakeup and shakeoff one, and would therrtorp be collererlt.

With it.

v. CONCLUSIONS

The plalined lmprovoments to [lie 1-09 Alnmos [rltI(lm born (ll)l’:IY

appm:n[us hnve now been completed. Sfi[Isfnc(ory porform,lllr.~ 01 I Ill*

now multielcmellt S1 detector nrray !or rile sl)ot-[r(~mrlrl-Ilils II’(I 10

illcr-ased dnt..~ra(as and bect~’t- mnmc[~tum rauolut loll, 1[ Is (’xl}@(’([Iii



that the goal of a ntautrino ❑ass aensitiviy of 10 eV will be reached.

studies of the photoionization epectrum of Kr with synchrotrons light

show a line shape identical to that obaened in internal conversion.

The long tail obsemed on this line is found not to be a part of the

instrumental response function, but is instead associated with atomic

processes in Kr that are at present not theoretically understood.
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